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Sequoia ForestKeeper, the Kern-Kaweah Chapter of the Sierra Club, and Western Watersheds
Project thank you for the opportunity to comment.
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS
The Summit CE project cannot proceed under the HFRA authority because the Forest Service
has not properly collaborated with the public to develop the project, which was carved out of the
larger Summit EIS project and developed by the Forest Service alone. Categorical exclusions
(CEs) are not permitted in the Summit area because there would be significant direct and
cumulative adverse effects on proposed, threatened, and sensitive species, as well as rare plants,
which constitute extraordinary circumstances that require analysis in an EA or EIS. The Forest
Service is proposing to improperly segment the Summit CE from the previously-planned Summit
EIS project, which NEPA prohibits because these actions are cumulative, similar, and connected.
BACKGROUND
On September 16, 2015, the Forest Service began scoping for the larger Summit Project EIS,
within a 10,600 acre analysis area, located around and north of the community of Alta Sierra in
the Greenhorn Mountains in the Kern River Ranger District of the Sequoia National Forest. The
purpose of the larger Summit project is “to provide defensible space around the community of
Alta Sierra and nearby structures, improve forest health and provide for ecological restoration.”
The Forest Service proposed to reduce fuels on 2,500 acres, or about 25% of the analysis area,
through hand- and mechanical thinning so it can eventually re-introduce fire into the area. See
Summit Scoping Letter, Sept. 16, 2015, PDF pp. 632-637 (included in Attachment A).
Then, on December 21, 2015, the Forest Service announced the Summit CE project:
The Summit CE project includes 1100 acres previously proposed for treatment
within a larger project, the Summit Fuels Reduction and Forest Health Project. A
notice of intent was issued in September 2015 to begin preparation of an
environmental impact statement (EIS) to document and publicly disclose the
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environmental effects of implementing the Summit Fuels Reduction and Forest
Health Project within a 10,600 acre analysis area. However, it is anticipated that it
may be as late as 2017 before the larger project may be implemented.
Summit CE Scoping Letter, Dec. 21, 2015.
In combination, these two projects propose thinning treatments, including commercial timber
harvest, within the 2,500 acre proposed treatment areas, which the Forest Service expects will
produce roughly 5,000 CCF of timber sale volume. The proposed treatments include (1) salvage
harvest of hazard trees as well as dead and dying trees of any size; (2) commercial harvest, using
ground skidding, skyline or helicopter yarding of trees smaller than 30 inches diameter at breast
height (DBH); and (3) hand thinning, mastication, chipping or other fuels treatments. Proposed
treatments will favor Jeffrey and sugar pines, oak, and other shade intolerant, fire and drought
tolerant species, to restore the historic species composition.
More specifically, on the 1,100 acres carved out of the larger Summit Project area treatments, the
Forest Service proposes to remove overstocked green trees up to 30 inches dbh, salvage dead or
dying trees, and remove trees of any size which are creating hazards to recreation residences,
private homes, power lines, roads, and other infrastructure, as defined by the Hazard Tree
Guidelines For Forest Service Facilities and Roads in the Pacific Southwest Region (USFS
2012). The proposal includes commercial timber harvest using mechanized equipment.
Thinning treatments would emphasize retention of large trees, while promoting stands that are
resilient to insects and disease. Diseased or insect damaged "cull" trees may be sold as firewood.
The proposed action would also authorize fuels reduction in the project area including felling,
chipping, piling, or prescribed burning to achieve desired conditions.
Although the original Summit was to be analyzed in a full EIS with at least 4 alternatives, the
Summit CE would dispense with alternative development. And while the original Summit
analysis would have considered an alternative that implements the new “Draft Interim
Recommendations for the Management of California Spotted Owl Habitat on National Forest
System Lands 29 May 2015,” there is no mention of the consideration of such an alternative for
the Summit CE. Both the project areas include California spotted owl protected activity centers
(PACs). The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) recently found that listing petitions for the
CSO presented substantial scientific or commercial information indicating that the Endangered
Species Act (ESA) listing may be warranted and is undertaking a status review of the species. 80
Fed. Reg. 56423, 56426 (Sept. 18, 2015).
Not only do both project areas contain habitat for the CSO, they are also entirely within the
Southern Sierra Pacific Fisher Conservation Area. The Southern Sierra Pacific fisher population
is listed by the State of California as a threatened species under the California Endangered
Species Act, and in 2014 the FWS proposed listing the fisher under the federal Endangered
Species Act as threatened. 79 Fed. Reg. 60419 (Oct. 7, 2014). The FWS will make a final
determination on the proposed rule to list the fisher by no later than April 7, 2016. 80 Fed. Reg.
19953 (April 14, 2015). The Forest Service is currently in the process of finalizing its Southern
Sierra Nevada Pacific Fisher Conservation Strategy (Fisher Conservation Strategy), which was
released for peer review in June 2015 (see Attachment B). The Fisher Conservation Strategy
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includes specific direction for fisher habitat management in the Southern Sierra Pacific Fisher
Conservation Area and is based on the best available scientific information about fisher
conservation.
The importance of the southern-most habitat of the fisher, where the Summit projects are located,
cannot be overstated because it contains the highest occupancy rates, greatest genetic diversity,
and best average habitat quality for the fisher in the Sierras. The Fisher Conservation Strategy
delineates this area as “Core 2” and describes it as follows:
Core 2 includes the southwestern tip of the Sierra Nevada and Greenhorn
Mountains—between the Kern River and Bear Creek in the Tule River
watershed—mostly on Sequoia National Forest and Giant Sequoia National
Monument (Figure 3). It has the highest recorded fisher occupancy rates
(Zielinski et al. 2013a), highest predicted average habitat quality (Table 1), and
highest genetic diversity (Tucker et al. 2014) in the Assessment Area. Genetic
patterns suggest this area may have served as a refuge for fishers following
European settlement—perhaps due to steep terrain that limited human impacts
compared to other areas (Beesley 1996)—and the population may have reexpanded northward from this area during the 20th century.
Zielinski et al. (2004a) found fishers to have smaller home ranges in Core 2 than
in other regions, which they suggested may be due to high quality habitat (dense
mixed-coniferous forests, large trees, and abundant black oak). Statistical analysis
of female home range composition shows that home ranges in the high-quality
habitat in the western portion of Core 2 have higher average tree basal area,
greater black oak basal area, greater diversity of tree diameter classes, more dense
(>70%) canopy cover, and a greater coverage of high-value fisher CWHR
(California Wildlife Habitat Relationships) reproductive habitat than home ranges
in Cores 4 and 5. These results probably reflect the greater availability of oldforest habitat conditions from which fishers can select home range areas,
compared with other cores.
This core may be less in need of fisher habitat restoration than others, but
management should help maintain habitat resiliency, ideally using fire as a natural
process. Much of the core is within the Giant Sequoia National Monument and
Golden Trout Wilderness, where current management calls for restoration of
essential ecological processes and patterns that enhance forest ecosystem
resilience to stressors (e.g., uncharacteristic wildfire, climate change) and protect
or enhance high-value wildlife habitat. Management treatments include the use of
prescribed fire, wildfire managed for resource objectives, or mechanical
treatments to increase resiliency and help restore fire as an ecological process.
Fisher Conservation Strategy, p. 14 (Attachment B).
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Use of the New Insect and Disease CE
The Summit CE proposes to use three categorical exclusions in its planning for this project,
including two traditional CEs: the Small Salvage CE and the Native Tree Species Regeneration
CE. What is new here Forest Service’s planned use of new authority under the 2014 Farm Bill in
the form of the Insect and Disease CE, which was included in amendments to the 2004 Healthy
Forest Restoration Act. The Forest Service Handbook at 32.3(3) describes the following
requirements for using the Insect and Disease CE, which may be planned in designated
landscape scale areas if they meet the following requirement:
1. They are in the wildland-urban interface; or Condition Classes 2 or 3 in Fire Regime
Groups I, II, or III, outside the wildland urban interface;
2. They comply with the eligibility requirements of the Collaborative Forest Landscape
Restoration Program under section 4003(b) of the Omnibus Public Land Management
Act of 2009 (16 U.S.C. 7303(b));
3. They maximize the retention of old-growth and large trees, as appropriate for the
forest type, to the extent that the trees promote stands that are resilient to insects and
disease;
4. They consider the best available scientific information to maintain or restore the
ecological integrity, including maintaining or restoring structure, function,
composition, and connectivity;
5. They are developed and implemented through a collaborative process that—
a. includes multiple interested persons representing diverse interests; and is
transparent and nonexclusive; or
b. meets the requirements for a resource advisory committee under subsections
(c) through (f) of section 205 of the Secure Rural Schools and Community
Self-Determination Act of 2000 (16 U.S.C. 7125); and
6. They shall be consistent with the land and resource management plan.
To further clarify use of this new authority, the Forest Service’s Washington Office provided a
“Key Messages and Frequently Asked Questions” document. See Attachment C. That document
clarifies that
These designations do not change or exempt the Forest Service from complying with
any other existing law, regulation, and policy.
 The Forest Service must still comply with the National Environmental Policy Act,
Endangered Species Act, Clean Water Act, National Historic Preservation Act,
agency Roadless Rules, and other applicable laws, regulations, and policies that
affect the designated areas.
Attachment C, p. 3. And,
The designations do not provide exemptions from existing laws, regulations and policies.
The Forest Service must continue to comply with existing laws such as the National
Environmental Policy Act, Endangered Species Act, Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act,
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National Historic Preservation Act, as well as agency regulations such as the Roadless
Rules.
Id., p. 7. Moreover,
We recognize there may be other important or sensitive areas such as recommended
wilderness, wild and scenic rivers, roadless areas, threatened and endangered species,
and/or habitat that could be present within designated areas. These designations do not
exempt the Forest Service from following all applicable laws, regulations and policies
when implementing treatment activities. Therefore, any important and/or sensitive area or
species that are present within designated areas will be adequately considered during
planning and project implementation.
Id., p. 6. Also, with regard to collaboration, this document provides very specific guidance:
The collaborative process should include multiple interested persons representing diverse
interests in the development and implementation of a project; and use a process that is
transparent and inclusive. Collaboration should involve States, counties, communities,
tribal governments, non-governmental organizations and interested stakeholders in a
public process to provide input on development, implementation, and monitoring of
projects. Efforts should be made to involve a variety of diverse local and national
interests and engage key stakeholders in collaboration throughout the life of the project,
from project development through implementation and monitoring. Some key principles
behind collaboration should include:


Identify and involve relevant stakeholders. The responsible official, at the
appropriate level, shall seek to involve the public in a collaborative manner while
developing the project. Seek early involvement of federal, state, and local
government agencies; tribal governments; nongovernmental organizations;
national, regional, and local stakeholders; communities; and interested groups or
individuals, including resource advisory committees, fire safe councils, resource
conservation districts, and watershed councils. Business and industry
representatives should also be part of a collaborative group. Collaboration for
projects is expected to go beyond the public involvement requirements of NEPA
analysis. This involvement should begin at the project design stage and continue
throughout the life of the project.



Design a strategy to conduct an open, inclusive and transparent process.
Establish clear objectives, roles and responsibilities for all participants at the
beginning. The process should create incentives for a variety of interested
individuals and organizations to participate, yet the decision space should be
clearly defined at the start. The responsible official must clearly explain the
project principles, share ideas and ask for input from collaborators. Responsible
officials shall not ask the group for a consensus decision, rather the collaborators
should share ideas and priorities with the responsible official. The method for
facilitating the collaborative process should be discussed and decided upon early
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in the process. The responsible official shall work to set realistic expectations,
while encouraging participants to think creatively, optimistically, and
pragmatically throughout the process. It should be clear from the onset that the
decision is the sole purview of the responsible official.


Plan for implementation and evaluation as part of the collaborative effort.
Share information widely and continuously. Utilize local knowledge in
conjunction with scientific research. Honor commitments made by the responsible
official to the collaborative group, consistent with existing laws and regulations.
The collaborative group may remain involved in monitoring after project
completion.

Id., p. 8.
NOTE on Referenced Scientific Studies
Scientific studies referenced in these comments and not provided as attachments have already
been provided in a DVD by mail to the project planner and for the larger Summit project record.
Since these projects are indisputably linked, we request that a copy of that DVD also be included
in the Summit CE project record.
DETAILED COMMENTS
1. The Forest Service’s Insects and Disease CE is not eligible for use due to the Forest
Service’s failure to engage in an adequate collaborative process to develop the project.
A fundamental precursor for using this new CE authority is that a project must be developed
through a collaborative process that includes multiple interested persons representing diverse
interests and that is transparent and nonexclusive. 16 U.S.C. § 6591b(b)(1)(c).
In announcing the Summit CE in its December 21, 2015 scoping letter, the Forest Service has
demonstrated its failure in to meet this requirement because it has clearly not engaged in a
collaborative process to develop the proposal. Instead, the project has simply been carved out of
the larger Summit EIS project, and has been exclusively developed by the Forest Service without
any collaborative input.
The recent public meeting on January 14, 2016 does not cure this fatal defect. Even though that
meeting was announced in the scoping letter, engaging the attendees in the development of the
project was not a part of the agenda of that meeting, and according to Sequoia ForestKeeper
Executive Director Ara Marderosian, who attended the meeting (not to collaborate but to observe
and ask questions), the Forest Service simply presented the project as part of the larger Summit
project, and then it became a question-and-answer session with the invited attendees.
There was no real effort made to develop this project though collaboration.
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Washington Office Guidance
The Washington Office guidance states that the new authority requires that “Collaboration for
projects is expected to go beyond the public involvement requirements of NEPA analysis. This
involvement should begin at the project design stage and continue throughout the life of the
project.” Attachment C, p. 8. But so far, the project design and development stage was
completed by the Forest Service without public collaboration beyond the scoping requirements
of NEPA. The recent public meeting did nothing to change this fact.
The guidance document also suggests that the Forest Service identify, engage, and involve the
public by designing a strategy to conduct an open, inclusive and transparent process and suggest
an ongoing process that involves participants in decisions about how the process should work:
The responsible official must clearly explain the project principles, share ideas and ask
for input from collaborators…. The method for facilitating the collaborative process
should be discussed and decided upon early in the process. The responsible official shall
work to set realistic expectations, while encouraging participants to think creatively,
optimistically, and pragmatically throughout the process.
Id. Nothing even close to this has been done so far for the Summit CE project, including the
Forest Service discussions with those person attending the recent public meeting.
A Contrasting Example
In stark contrast is a project example by the Flathead National Forest in the Northern Rockies.
There, the Forest Service used its new CE authority to collaboratively develop the Lost Beetle
Project (project files available at http://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=46451).
The Lost Beetle Project record shows that the Forest Service engaged in a roughly 5-month prescoping process to collaboratively develop the project. On June 29, 2015, it announced a public
open house meeting, only identifying the rough area where a project could potentially be done,
and on July 14, 2015 held the meeting and provided a handout explaining the beginning of the
collaboration and project development process. See Attachment D.
The July 14, 2015 handout/agenda explaining the process and presented how people would
participate in developing and implementing the project:
What is the role of participants in the collaborative process?
 Participants would provide input for the Responsible Official to consider regarding
development of the purpose and need and proposed action.
 This includes helping define the project area, treatments, design features/mitigation
measures etc. as informed by local knowledge/experience and incorporation of best
available science.
 Provide the rationale/reasoning behind suggestions or options presented.
 Assist with monitoring needs (as identified throughout the collaborative process).
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Attachment D, p. 4 (emphasis in original). The original letter and meeting agenda only
suggested a general purpose of the project, to do something to deal with insect and disease issues
in the Lost Beetle Area, but without a specific project proposal. Not until 5 months later did the
Forest Service begin scoping the Lost Beetle Project, stating: “This project was developed
through a collaborative process with interested members of the public to address insect and
disease concerns within the project area.” Attachment E, p. 1 (Dec. 4, 2015).
The Summit CE process stands in stark contrast because here the Forest Service has failed to
provide any opportunity for participants to help develop the purpose and need and the proposed
action, including defining the project area, treatments, design features/mitigation measures, etc.
See Summit CE Scoping Letter. Instead, the development of the project purpose and need and
proposed actions, including defining the project area and treatments, has already occurred and
was done exclusively by the Forest Service. Nothing from the public meeting on January 14,
2016 can change the fact that this project was exclusively developed by the Forest Service.
For those reasons, the Summit CE is ineligible and cannot proceed using the new Insect and
Disease CE authority because it does not meet its fundamental collaboration requirements.
2. The Forest Service’s Summit CE project constitutes segmentation from the larger
Summit EIS proposal, which violates NEPA.
NEPA requires that “[p]roposals or parts of proposals which are related to each other closely
enough to be, in effect, a single course of action shall be evaluated in a single impact statement.”
40 C.F.R. § 1502.4; see Blue Mountains Biodiversity Project v. Blackwood, 161 F.3d 1208,
1214-15 (9th Cir. 1998) (holding that the Forest Service had to prepare a single EIS for five
potential logging projects because the individual projects formed part of comprehensive forest
recovery strategy, the projects were announced simultaneously, the projects were reasonably
foreseeable, and the projects were located close together); Sierra Club v. Bosworth, 161
F.Supp.2d 971, 988 (N.D. Cal. 2002) (five post-fire sales with similar timing, geography and
purpose raised possibility of significant environmental impacts and must be addressed in a single
EIS).
Connected, cumulative, or similar actions must be considered together to prevent an agency from
dividing a project into multiple actions, each of which might individually have an insignificant
environmental impact, but which collectively have a substantial impact. Wetlands Action
Network v. U.S. Corps. Of Engineers, 222 F.3d 1105, 1118 (9th Cir. 2000).
The following description of the Summit CE is classic segmentation of projects that should be
analyzed together in a single EIS:
The Summit CE project includes 1100 acres previously proposed for treatment
within a larger project, the Summit Fuels Reduction and Forest Health Project. A
notice of intent was issued in September 2015 to begin preparation of an
environmental impact statement (EIS) to document and publicly disclose the
environmental effects of implementing the Summit Fuels Reduction and Forest
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Health Project within a 10,600 acre analysis area. However, it is anticipated that it
may be as late as 2017 before the larger project may be implemented.
Dec. 21, 2015 Scoping Letter. NEPA requires the original Summit proposal and the Summit CE
proposal must be considered together in a single EIS because, together, they pose the risk of
cumulatively significant impacts. The two projects are contiguous, they are connected by the
fact that all actions are included in the larger Summit EIS proposal, and they have the same
stated purpose. Carving out the Summit CE is simply an attempt to fast-track a part of the
project without the necessary environmental analysis for the Summit CE part of the project.
The projects have the identical potential adverse effects on wildlife and habitat for Pacific
fishers, California spotted owls, other sensitive or endangered species, such as the marten,
northern goshawks, and mountain yellow-legged frogs, and endemic wildlife, and these effects
must be considered and analyzed over the larger area. Allowing the Summit CE to proceed
would allow incremental damage to be done to the species and their habitats before a proper
analysis could be done.
“NEPA emphasizes the importance of coherent and comprehensive up-front environmental
analysis to ensure informed decision making to the end that ‘the agency will not act on
incomplete information, only to regret its decision after it is too late to correct.’ ” Blue
Mountains Biodiversity v. Blackwood, 161 F.3d at 1216 (citing Marsh v. Oregon Natural
Resources Council, 490 U.S. 360, 378, 109 S. Ct. 1851, 1861 (1989).
By segmenting the Summit’s related activities into two different projects, the Forest Service
would impermissibly avoid a comprehensive analysis of the impacts of its action, in violation of
NEPA.
3. The Forest Service cannot use CEs for the Summit CE project because there would be
significant direct and cumulative effects from the Summit CE project alone and when
combined with the Summit EIS and various other projects in the Greenhorn Mountains.
a. The Forest Service cannot use a CE because the Summit CE project will have direct
potentially significant effects on the human environment.
The Summit CE project is centered in the Greenhorn Mountain range. In 2012, scientists
determined that slender salamanders found in the Greenhorns previously considered to be
specimens of the Forest Service sensitive Batrachoseps relictus were actually a separate species
they named Batrachoseps altasierrae (common name Greenhorn Mountains Slender
Salamander) (Jockusch et al., 20121) (Attachment N). As its common name suggests, the
salamander is endemic to the Greenhorn Ranger District. Jockusch et al. observed that by virtue
of their previous inclusion in B. relictus, populations of B. altasierrae recognized as Sensitive
Species by the U.S. Forest Service, and their impression was that populations of B. altasierrae
populations were healthy.
1

Jockusch E. L., Martinez-Solano, I., Hansen R. W. and Wake, D. B. 2012 Molecular and morphological
diversification of slender salamanders (Caudata: Plethodontidae: Batrachoseps) in the southern Sierra Nevada with
descriptions of two new species. Zootaxa, 3190: 1-30.
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The California Natural Diversity Database records 43 occurrences of B. altasierrae. Six (6) of
the 43 (i.e. 14%) occurrences are within the footprint of the CE project area (Occurrences 1, 2, 3,
13, 14, 15) (Attachment O). These six occurrences include the holotype site (Occurrence 1).
B. altasierrae are terrestrial salamanders found in palustrine habitat in mixed coniferous forests
(Jockusch et al. 2012). They use soil, fallen timber, and woody debris. For example,
salamanders in the project footprint were found under the bark of a huge fallen ponderosa pine
(CNDDB Occurrence 15). The proposed project will clearly alter the overall habitat and the
microhabitat on which these endemic salamanders depend.
Because the proposed project will alter the habitat of some 14% of the known occurrences of B.
altasierrae there is clear reason for concern that this project will have a significant impact on this
species. A NEPA analysis is required to determine the significance of this facially massive
impact.
Moreover, the NEPA requires the Forest discuss any inconsistency of a proposed action with
other laws and plans. Under the National Forest Management Planning Act (NFMA), National
Forests are to “provide for diversity of plant and animal communities based on the suitability and
capability of the specific land area in order to meet overall multiple-use objectives.” 16 U.S.
Code § 1604(g)(3)(b). In keeping with this mandate to provide for diversity, the 1988 Sequoia
National Forest LRMP recognized the importance of maintaining species diversity and avowed
that “Management of the Forest is intended to insure that no species or plant community present
on the Forest will be reduced from its current range or eliminated.” LRMP at 3-11. Decimating
the B. altasierrae population around Alta Sierra does not comport with that avowal.
b. The Forest Service cannot use a CE because the Summit CE project will have
cumulative effects on the human environment.
NEPA regulations also state that cumulative impacts, when viewed with other proposed actions,
must be discussed in the same impact statement. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.25(a)(2). Where “several
actions have a cumulative . . . environmental effect, this consequence must be considered in an
EIS.” Neighbors of Cuddy Mtn. V. Idaho Sporting Congress, 137 F.3d 1372, 1378 (9th Cir.
1998). “ ‘Cumulative impact’ is the impact on the environment which results from the
incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
future actions….” 40 C.F.R. § 1508.7.
In addition to the past cumulative effects from the Ice Project and salvage logging after the
Shirley Fire, the analysis must discuss the Summit CE in relation to other past, present, and
foreseeable future projects, including the larger Summit project, the Tobias Project, which is
located directly to the north of the project area on the Western Divide Ranger District, the Frog
Project, which is directly north of the Tobias Project area, and the Rancheria Project, which is
directly south of the project area.
Cumulative effects analyses should also include the White River and Saddle projects, as well as
the Ice Helicopter Units (all in the GSNM and which remain under contract and could be logged
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in the future), the Red Mountain Project, Stormy Fire Salvage, and any other projects
implemented or proposed around the Alta Sierra communities on public and private lands.
All of these projects will or have had a cumulative effect on many species. Cumulative effects
analysis should consider effects on Townsend’s big-eared bat, ring-tailed cat, Pacific fisher,
northern flying squirrel, Mt. Pinos sooty grouse, mountain quail, California condor, golden eagle,
sharp-shinned hawk, northern goshawk, great gray owl, California spotted owl, black-backed
woodpecker, pileated woodpecker, gregarious slender salamander, Greenhorn Mountains slender
salamander, yellow-blotched ensatina, southern mountain yellow-legged frog, foothills yellowlegged frog, Blainville’s horned lizard, Sierra night lizard, southern rubber boa, western bumble
bee, Piute cypress, southern honeysuckle, Tulare cryptantha, Kern County larkspur, Greenhorn
fritillary, tube flower bluecup, Munz's iris, gray-leaved violet, three bracted onion, Shirley
meadows star tulip, forget-me-not popcornflower, and slender leaved ipomopsis.
For a detailed discussion of cumulative effects on Pacific fishers based on the proposed rates of
implementation, see the Comment 8 below.
4. The Forest Service cannot use CEs for this project because there are extraordinary
circumstances that require the preparation of an EIS or EA.
“Scoping is required for all Forest Service proposed actions, including those that would appear
to be categorically excluded from further analysis and documentation in an EA or an EIS.” 36
C.F.R. § 220.4(e)(1). During scoping the Forest Service must consider all relevant factors,
consider whether there may still be significant environmental impacts, and consider whether
there may be extraordinary circumstances related to the proposal, even though the proposed
action initially may appear appropriate for a categorical exclusion. See id.; 40 C.F.R. § 1508.4.
When a project area contains extraordinary circumstances related to the proposed action, the use
of a categorical exclusion may be inappropriate and the Forest Service should consider preparing
an EA or EIS instead. See 36 C.F.R. §§ 220.6(a), (b). These extraordinary circumstances include
consideration of whether resource conditions, including “Federally listed threatened or
endangered species or designated critical habitat, species proposed for Federal listing or
proposed critical habitat, or Forest Service sensitive species” or “Inventoried roadless areas or
potential wilderness areas” may be present in the project area and whether the project may affect
these species or their habitat. 36 C.F.R. § 220.6(b)(1)(i); FSH § 1909.15, Ch. 31.2(1). The mere
presence of these species and their habitat does not preclude the use of a CE; rather, it is the
existence of a cause and effect relationship between a proposed action and the potential effect on
these species. If such a cause and effect relationship exists, the degree of the potential effect of
the proposed action on these species and their habitat determines whether extraordinary
circumstances exist. 36 C.F.R. § 220.6(b)(2); see also FSH § 1909.15, Ch. 31.2 (“If the degree
of potential effect raises uncertainty over its significance, then an extraordinary circumstance
exists, precluding use of a categorical exclusion.”).
Scoping is “the means to identify the presence or absence of any extraordinary circumstances
that would warrant further documentation in an EA or EIS. Scoping should also reveal any past,
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present, or reasonably foreseeable future actions with the potential to create uncertainty over the
significance of cumulative effects.” FSH § 1909.15, Ch. 31.3; see also 36 C.F.R. § 220.6(c).
a. Threatened, endangered, proposed or sensitive species
The following threatened, endangered, proposed or sensitive species and/or their habitat are
present in the Summit CE project area, and the project will adversely affect each of these species
or its habitat. Moreover, past, present, or reasonably foreseeable future actions, at the very least,
create uncertainty over the significance of cumulative effects:
Pacific fisher – proposed for ESA listing as threatened or endangered
Mountain yellow-legged frog – listed as endangered under the ESA
California spotted owl – listed as a sensitive species
Northern goshawk – listed as a sensitive species
American marten – listed as a sensitive species
Pacific Fishers
The Summit CE project proposes to thin and salvage log within core fisher habitat and
throughout a narrow isthmus and travel corridor for the species. For more detail on this, see
Comment 8 and Figures 1-4, below. Scientific studies have found that “fishers avoided using
treated areas when resting and foraging.” Zielinski et al. (2013b), p. 825 (citing Garner (2013))
(Attachment G). As explained further below, the Summit CE project would have a direct
adverse impact on fishers because resident fishers will avoid the thinned areas, and this
avoidance is likely to cut-off the fishers’ north-south travel through the area. The fact that the
fisher would avoid the treated areas when resting or foraging for any amount of time is enough to
show a cause and effect relationship on this resource condition, even if treatments are proposed
outside the denning period for fishers. This adverse effect on a species proposed for listing
under the ESA is sufficient to have a significant effect on the fisher and precluded use of a CE as
an extraordinary circumstance exists.
In addition, the Summit CE project would have cumulative adverse effects in combination with
the larger Summit project as well as the adjoining Tobias, Frog, Ice, and Rancheria projects and
other past and future projects, such as Red Mountain, Saddle, White River, and Stormy Fire
Salvage. Therefore, because there are direct and cumulative adverse effects to the fisher, use of
CEs is precluded.
Mountain Yellow-Legged Frogs
The Summit CE project area contains habitat for the mountain yellow-legged frog (MYLF),
listed as endangered under the ESA. Suitable habitat for the MYLF as defined by the USFWS
typically occurs above 4,500 feet in elevation to over 12,000 feet elevation. Suitable habitat
includes permanent water bodies or those hydrological connected with permanent water such as
wet meadows, lakes, streams, rivers, tarns, perennial creeks, permanent plunge pools within
intermittent creeks, and pools, such as a body of impounded water contained above a natural
dam. Suitable habitat includes adjacent areas, up to a distance of 25 meters (82 feet).
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The entire Summit CE project area is above 4,500 feet in elevation and contains the headwater of
several streams where treatments are proposed, including the headwaters and small tributaries of
Shirley Creek and Slick Rock Creek and a short portion of Cedar Creek. The use of heavy
equipment or even tree felling within the 82 feet corridor of these creeks could crush and kill
frogs. Therefore the project may adversely affect the mountain yellow-legged frog. Even if
there is uncertainty regarding the effects on the frogs or their habitat, this uncertainty disqualifies
the project from CE as an extraordinary circumstance.
California Spotted Owls (CSO)
While the adjacent Ice Project avoided CSO protected activity centers (PACs), the Summit CE
project will directly affect three CSO PACs, which overlap areas proposed for treatment. The
approximate locations of these CSO PACs are indicated in the following map, as confirmed in
the Ice Project Biological Assessment Map for Fishers. See Attachment L – CSO PAC Map.

Rough location of CSO PACs (red ovals)
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Treatments in these CSO PAC areas may include thinning and perhaps felling and removing
trees up to 30 inches dbh as well as salvage logging even larger snags in the Small Salvage CE
areas (indicated in red on the map above). These treatments and salvage logging will adversely
affect nesting and roosting habitat within each PAC, even if the timing of treatments are done
outside the owl’s nesting season. Therefore, there will be a direct cause and effect relationship
of a degree that will preclude use of CEs as an extraordinary circumstance exists. Moreover, the
additional treatments proposed in the larger Summit project, which are also proposed in these
PACs, will have a cumulative effect. For these reasons, use of CEs are precluded.
Northern Goshawks and American Martens
It is also likely that the Summit CE project area includes habitat for northern goshawks and
American marten, which are species that share similar habitat with the fisher and CSO. Northern
goshawks have been recorded on the Summit CE project site and may have nested there
(CNDDB Occurrence 430) (Attachment P). Their habitat will be adversely and cumulatively
affected, therefore precluding use of CEs.
b. Potential wilderness or inventoried roadless areas
Several units are clearly located in the recently-inventoried potential wilderness or inventoried
roadless areas, as depicted in the Forest Service’s 2014 inventory. See Attachment M – Final
Potential Wilderness Inventory for Sequoia NF. The project is likely to have a direct adverse
effect on the roadless and/or potential wilderness character of these areas to a degree that may be
significant or at least uncertain. Therefore the use of CEs for this project is precluded.
5. The Forest Service must confer with USFWS because of impacts to the Pacific Fisher,
proposed for listing under the ESA.
The USFWS proposed listing the West Coast Distinct Population Segment of Fisher (“Pacific
Fisher”) on October 7, 2014. The Endangered Species Act includes special provisions to protect
species that are proposed for listing. Section 7 (a)(4): Each Federal agency shall confer with the
Secretary on any agency action which is likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any
species proposed to be listed under section 4 or result in the destruction or adverse modification
of critical habitat proposed to be designated for such species. This paragraph does not require a
limitation on the commitment of resources as described in subsection (d).
As defined in 50 CFR § 402.02, “Conference” is “a process which involves informal discussions
between a Federal agency and the Service under section 7(a)(4) of the Act regarding the impact
of an action on proposed species or proposed critical habitat and recommendations to minimize
or avoid the adverse effects.”
In this project the Forest Service is proposing to manipulate key Pacific Fisher habitat and fully
expects to propose more projects that manipulate key Fisher habitat in the near future. The
Forest Service must confer with the USFWS as required by the Act.
6. The Forest Service must consider the recent Southern Sierra Nevada Pacific Fisher
Conservation Strategy in its analysis because it constitutes the best scientific information.
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In June 2015, a Forest Service-sanctioned team of researchers and managers released the
Southern Sierra Nevada Pacific Fisher Conservation Strategy for peer review. See Attachment
B. This strategy and the accompanying Conservation Assessment represent the best available
scientific information, which must be considered and incorporated into the design of the Summit
CE Project, as a requirement of the new CE authority.
7. The Forest Service must consider the new CSO management recommendations because
they constitute the best available scientific information.
The larger Summit project is required to use the CSO management recommendations to craft one
of its alternatives, under a settlement agreement reached in Sierra Forest Legacy, et al. v.
Bonnie, No. 13-16105, Dkt. ## 15, 16, p. 5 (9th Cir. Oct. 9 & 20, 2014, respectively). These
same recommendations must be considered in the Summit CE because they represent the most
recent and best available scientific information about habitat conservation and management for
the CSO, as a requirement of the new CE authority. These recommendations are included as
Attachment F.
Failure to consider the CSO management recommendations in the Summit CE area may also
prejudice the larger Summit EIS NEPA analysis. If the Summit CE project is implemented as
proposed, without considering the CSO management recommendations, there would be no way
for the Forest Service to properly consider a CSO management alternative in the larger Summit
project as a viable alternative, because after implementation, the Summit EIS could no longer
apply the CSO management recommendations in areas that were treated in a manner that is
inconsistent with the recommendations.
8. Thresholds for cumulative restorative treatments should not exceed, on average, 2.6% of
Pacific fisher habitat per year, but the cumulative treatment acres from various projects
likely exceed this threshold, putting fisher habitat and fisher use of the areas at risk.
As already discussed in our Summit EIS comments, the types of treatments proposed in the
Summit Project, which are referred to in Zielinski et al. (2013b) (Attachment G) as restorative,
which include fuel reduction thinning, prescribed fire, or pre-commercial (hand) thinning.
Zielinski et al. (2013b) suggest that fishers occupy habitat at the highest rates where restorative
treatments “are applied at rates that do not exceed about 13% of an area in 5 years ….” or 2.6%
per year. See p. 825. Zielinski et al. (2013b) noted that although fishers showed no aversion to
including treated areas within their home ranges, Garner (2013) found that “fishers avoided using
treated areas when resting and foraging.” Id.
We aver that, cumulatively, the Summit, Ice, Rancheria, Tobias, and Frog Project treatments are
likely to exceed this 2.6% average treatment acreage per year, and thereby the proposed
treatments “may put fisher habitat and fisher use of these areas at risk.” Id. The Forest Service
must therefore rethink its course of treatments in the fisher’s habitat in the Greenhorn Mountains.
Summit & Ice
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Our analysis first starts at the project scale, which includes all the Summit and Ice units. As
shown in our cumulative effects project map (Attachment I1), the Summit and Ice units overlap
the same area around the community of Alta Sierra.
The Ice Project included 3,500 acres of restorative treatments (fuel reduction thinning &
prescribed burning) within the project area. The Summit Project, with an additional 2,500 acres
of restorative treatments, roughly overlaps that same project area but also encompasses the area
north of Alta Sierra to the border of the Tobias Project area. The Summit CE Project, is simply
an 1,100 acre subset of the 2,500 acre Summit Project. Together the combined overall project
area is roughly 10,000-11,000 acres, and the total combined treatments cover 6,000 acres (or 5560%) of the combined project areas. According to the Ice Project FONSI, the Ice Helicopter
Units were completed in 2005. So far as we know the remaining Ice Tractor unit treatments
were completed in 2014. And according to the Summit Scoping notice, that project will be
implemented over the next 5-10 years. Therefore the overall implementation time-frame for both
projects is from 2005 to 2025 or 20 years. Considering that 60% of the overall fisher habitat will
be subjected to restorative treatments over 20 years, this means that, on average, 3% of the
fisher’s habitat will have been treated each year. This already exceeds the 2.6% threshold.
But most of the treatments are concentrated around the Alta Sierra community in the lower 2/3 of
the 10,000-11,000 acre Summit/Ice combined project area. It should be noted that most of the
northwestern portion of the Summit Project area burned in the 1990 Stormy Fire, which was
heavily salvaged and is still recovering. Therefore, to more relevantly calculate the effects on
fisher habitat, we need to look at that scale (or the 7,000 acres in that lower 2/3) to get a sense of
the actual impact on fisher core habitat. Although it is unclear exactly how many cumulative
restorative treatment acres are involved in that concentrated area, we estimate that a total of
about 5,700 acres of the 7,000 acre area has been or is proposed for treatment. That comes to
roughly 81% of the fisher habitat around Alta Sierra that will have received restorative
treatments over a 20-year time-frame. This means that the yearly average of treatments in fisher
core habitat will amount to 4.1% per year (81%/20 years), substantially exceeding the Zielinski
et al. (2013b) threshold of 2.6% per year.
The Summit CE project proposes to implement all its actions in one year (in 2016). Even if
we take the conservative view that only 1,100 acres of the 10,000 acres of fisher habitat will
be affected in one year; that amounts to 11% per year. If we remove the McNally fire area,
1,100 acres of the remaining 7,000 acre fisher habitat will be affected in one year, which
amounts to 15.7% per year. Either way, the proposed Summit CE treatment rate greatly
exceeds the threshold of 2.6% per year.
Other Projects in Combination with Summit
The application of treatments on a larger scale in the fisher’s core habitat along the ridge
in the Greenhorn Mountains south and north of Alta Sierra includes treatments in the Summit,
Rancheria, Tobias, and Frog Projects (see Attachments I1 and I2). The effects on fisher core
habitat over the next 5-10 years are calculated in the Table below.
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Project

Total
Treatment
Fisher
Acres in
Habitat
Fisher
Acres
Habitat
Summit
10,000 ac 2,500 ac
(15.64 mi2)
Tobias
7,000* ac
5,420 ac
2
(10.93 mi )
Rancheria
5,880 ac
5,499 ac
2
(9.17 mi )
Frog
6,100* ac
1,260** ac
2
(9.53 mi )
TOTALS
28,980 ac 14,679 ac
(45.28 mi2)
* Only estimated fisher habitat acres included

Total % of
Habitat

25%
77%
93.5%
20.1%
50.7%

Average of 5year impl. rate in
acres/mi2 & (%)
per year
32.0 ac/mi2
(5.0%) /year
99.1 ac/mi2
(15.4%) /year
119.9 ac/mi2
(18.7%) /year
26.4 ac/mi2
(4.0%) /year
64.8 ac/mi2
(10.14%) /year

Average of 10year impl. rate in
acres/mi2 & (%)
per year
16.0 ac/mi2
(2.5%) /year
49.6 ac/mi2
(7.7%) /year
60.0 ac/mi2
(9.35%) /year
13.2 ac/mi2
(2.0%) year
32.4 ac/mi2
(5.1%) /year

Cumulatively those treatment rates are nearly four times (after 5 years) or twice (after 10
years) the 2.6% average per year that fishers tolerate, and which, according to Zielinski et al.
(2013b), if exceeded, “may put fisher habitat and fisher use of these areas at risk.”
9. There is a constricted corridor (or narrow isthmus) in the Fisher’s core habitat just north
and west of Alta Sierra, and the proposed Summit treatments throughout this area may
cut off fisher movement through the corridor/isthmus.
The area just north of Alta Sierra where State Highway 155 crosses the summit only contains a
roughly 1-mile wide corridor for north-south fisher movement, as depicted in the Google Earth
image below with a straight yellow line. See Figure 1 below. The narrow corridor is bounded on
the east by the remnants of the Stormy Fire, and on the west by chaparral. Both habitat
boundaries provide insufficient canopy cover for normal fisher movement. That corridor is
already bisected for at least 1/2 mile by Hwy 155. Highways are notoriously dangerous for
fishers and can present barriers to safe passage through their home ranges. But in addition, the
Summit Project proposes to treat an area on either side of the highway, as well as a wide swath
throughout the entire mile-wide corridor from east to west for almost a mile in each direction, as
depicted in Figure 2 below. Figure 3, below, is a map from the Fisher Conservation Strategy, p.
13, Figure 3 (Attachment B), which shows how narrow the isthmus of core fisher habitat is in the
area where the treatments are proposed.
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Figure 1. Fisher Core Habitat Corridor (north & south of straight yellow line).

Figure 2. Proposed Summit Project treatments Figure 3. The red arrow on the right shows this
in light green with the red line on left depicting same area depicted in the Fisher Conservation
the same narrow fisher corridor as the straight Strategy, p. 13, Figure 3.
yellow line in Figure 1.
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Not much changes if we look only at the Summit CE proposal. Figure 4., below, compares the
two projects and their treatments in the area of the restricted corridor.

Figure 4. Compare the original Summit proposal (left), and the Summit CE proposal (right)
Because “fishers avoided using treated areas when resting and foraging” (Zielinski et al. (2013b),
citing Garner (2013)) and because the entire corridor is proposed for treatment, there is a high
likelihood that fishers will completely avoid use of this corridor after treatment. Implementing
the Summit Project could therefore completely sever north-south movements of fishers through
the Greenhorn Mountains for an extended period of time, which would have a devastating effect
on foraging, reproductive behavior, and genetic diversity of the fishers. In essence, if movement
through this corridor is severed, it would cut-off and isolate the fisher population south of Alta
Sierra, considered the southern-most part of the fisher’s range.
10. Additional rare plant and animal species may be adversely affected by the Summit CE
Project, and effects on the following species must be disclosed and analyzed.
In addition to CSOs and fishers, the project’s effects on the following rare animal species should
be discussed in the Summit EIS:
Accipiter gentilis, northern goshawk
Batrachoseps altasierrae, Greenhorn Mountains slender salamander
Corynorhinus townsendii, Townsend's big-eared bat
Neotamias speciosus, lodgepole chipmunk
Dendragapus fuliginosus howardi, Mount Pinos sooty grouse
Glaucomys sabrinus - northern flying squirrel
Moreover, several rare plant species are present in the Summit Project area, and the project’s
effects on those species should be discussed:
o Calochortus westonii, Shirley meadow star tulip
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Multiple occurrences of the Shirley meadow star tulip, Calochortus westonii, are
known reported within and adjacent to the project area. Some of those occurrences
are displayed on the attached map. See Attachment J – Summit Star Tulip
occurrences.
Potential threats to the plant include mechanical equipment use and related activities,
trampling, grazing, and competition from larger, more aggressive species.
Under the 1998 Draft Species Management Guide for Calochortus westonii the Forest
will:
 Maintain and enhance viable populations of Calochortus westonii.
 Preserve or restore habitat conditions which will promote the geographic
distribution and genetic diversity of the species.
 Minimize potential, negative effects of management activities.
The Forest should determine Calochortus westonii occurrences and population trends
within the project area, take a hard look at the effects of the proposed action and prior
treatments on Calochortus westonii, and analyze how the proposed action will
achieve all the goals of the 1998 Management Guide including promoting the
geographic distribution and genetic diversity of the species.
Other rare plant and animal species that occur in the Summit Project area in the locations
depicted on map Attachment K, including:
Delphinium purpusii, rose-flowered larkspur
Eriastrum tracyi, Tracy's eriastrum
Fritillaria brandegeei, Greenhorn fritillary
Batrachoseps altasierrae, Greenhorn Mountains slender salamander
11. Ecological restoration principles require treatments without tree removal.
The Summit CE Project should not place too much reliance on mechanical methods for
ecological restoration and maintenance. Instead, fire should be used as the primary tool for
restoration, as suggested in both the CSO and Fisher Conservation Strategies. Moreover, the
proposal should not overstate the need for ecological restoration to create resiliency from
drought, and native insects and diseases, which are natural processes that should be preserved
rather than eliminated.
Thinning of medium and large diameter trees (12-30” DBH) should not be permitted for the
purpose of ecological restoration to prevent natural stresses from competition. Nor should the
removal of large components of small trees in the size class 0-12” DBH be permitted for
restorative treatments, which would prevent future recruitment to medium and large diameter
trees throughout the habitat. Tree competition, caused primarily by increases in stand density, is
a natural process which induces other natural process that deal with this density, such as native
insect- and disease-caused tree mortality. These processes, in turn, produce structural forest
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elements that are vital for wildlife—snags. While the removal of trees to reduce this natural
competition may prevent the death of a small number of large trees, it would also prevent the
creation of some of the most important elements in the forest ecosystem—snags—for the
perpetuation of certain wildlife species, including California spotted owls, California condor,
various woodpeckers, and countless other species. It is well-documented that these species need
abundant large snags at a certain densities in order to thrive. Even the artificial method of
increasing the number of snags by girdling trees will not create as diverse a variety of snags for
these species as natural snag recruitment. And while the cutting or removal of trees to prevent
competition-induced stresses may be good for the remaining trees, it prevents natural snag
recruitment that helps perpetuate a number of key wildlife species.
The proposed action promotes resilience as a goal. But it is important to understand that
resilience is not a process. Instead, it is a characteristic, which results from the continued
perpetuation of natural processes, including competition. The perpetuation of the forest
ecosystem is not the same as the perpetuation of the lives of all of the larger trees in that
ecosystem. This means that we need some of these large trees to die at a rate that can sustain
certain wildlife species. Competition mortality will result in large snag recruitment beyond what
silviculturalists may want in a forest that is “managed” to produce maximum growth.
Even if the project allows cutting a few of the larger trees for ecological restoration or to reduce
safety hazards along roads, these tree boles should be retained in the forest as large down woody
material. Ecological restoration provides an opportunity to restore forest areas with large down
woody material for wildlife (especially for Pacific fishers), soils, and to maintain ecological
functions.
Leaving a large number of downed logs will not increase fire risk. The Forest Service’s own
science clearly concludes that large logs (defined by the 2001 Sierra Nevada Forest Plan
Amendment as being over 12 inches in diameter) are essentially irrelevant to fire behavior. And
tree boles over 12 inches in diameter that the agency needs to fell for ecological restoration
would not create any significant fire hazard. Operability for prescribed fire management should
not be an issue when leaving these large tree boles as down logs. In fact, the 2004 Framework
standards take large down logs into consideration, stating that managers should design prescribed
burn prescriptions and techniques to minimize the loss of large down material.
The Forest Service should use the reintroduction of fire as the primary tool for ecological
restoration and prohibit the thinning of larger trees to reduce fire risk (see more discussion about
the science of fuel reduction below). The agency should limit manual or mechanical methods
that prepare the forest for the reintroduction of fire to the cutting of only some trees 8-10 inches
DBH and smaller. As the adjacent Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks (“SEKI”) has
found, “cutting trees up to and including 8” in diameter has proven effective in fuels reduction in
SEKI.” Moreover, the Sequoia National Forest has also found that limiting tree cutting to 12
inches in diameter in the Giant Sequoia National Monument is adequate to protect communities.
See, e.g., the Ponderosa Project. After fire is reintroduced into these stands, natural processes
can perpetuate, making future thinning applications for ecological maintenance unnecessary.
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Although we prefer a diameter limit below 8-10 inches, the Forest Service must consider an
alternative that limits tree cutting to 12 inches in diameter, which the Western Divide Ranger
District has found to be effective in reducing fuels and increasing resiliency in the adjacent
Monument. See, e.g., the Tule River Reservation Protection Project. That project has a similarenough purpose and need to require detailed analysis of a 12-inch DBH limit proposal for the
Summit CE Project. Of course, these diameter limits should be lowered in CSO PACs and home
ranges and treatments should retain sufficient densities of much small trees for maintenance of
Pacific fisher and goshawk habitat.
Restoration projects to restore resilience must take a different approach, and should not repeat
the mistakes of past management where thinning for fuel reduction and removal of timber or
biomass have driven project design. In fact, North et al. (2009) states that the removal of trees
over 10-16 inches in diameter is done primarily “for socioeconomic purposes” such as
“generating revenue” or “providing merchantable wood for local sawmills.”
Here, only smaller trees need to be felled and often do not need to be removed to restore
resilience. A mosaic of seral change from well-managed prescribed fire will foster resilience,
especially in light of climate change. Moreover, tree removal requires mechanized equipment,
resulting in increased soil bulk density and greater erosion, setting back restoration.
12. A Priority for the Summit CE Project, as a principle of ecological restoration, should be
to maximize improving Pacific fisher (and CSO) habitat without habitat degradation.
Snags and downed logs are some of the most important habitat elements for Pacific fishers.
Zielinski et al. (2006 [Table 2]) found that fishers selected sites with 15.4 large snags (over 38.1
cm in diameter, or over 15 inches in diameter) on average per 0.5 hectares, or about 12.5 large
snags per acre, within Sierra and Sequoia National Forests, including within the Giant Sequoia
National Monument. Using the U.S. Forest Service’s own Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA)
fixed plots to determine the average snag density across the forested landscape within the fisher’s
range in Sequoia and Sierra National Forests, Zielinski et al. (2006) found that there were only
about 8.7 large snags per acre on average—well below the level selected by fishers.
But the proposed action includes commercial thinning, which would eliminate the very habitat
elements that fishers need over the long term. The Wildlife BE must analyze the impacts of
repeatedly thinning for the express purpose of preventing medium/large snag recruitment from
fire and insects. Moreover the BE must divulge whether the current basal area levels of
medium/large snags in the Summit Project area meets the levels selected by fishers, or whether
they may currently be lower than optimal. Given the importance of medium/large snag basal
area to fishers, this must be carefully analyzed in the BE.
Furthermore, the Wildlife BE must analyze the impacts of proposed forest thinning on large
downed log levels, and whether sufficient downed logs of a certain size are available for fishers.
Zielinski et al. (2006) found that fishers selected sites with 65 large downed logs (over 25.4 cm
in diameter) per hectare, or about 26 logs over 10 inches in diameter per acre. Using the U.S.
Forest Service’s own Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) fixed plots to determine the average
large downed log density across the forested landscape within the fisher’s range in Sequoia and
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Sierra National Forests, Zielinski et al. (2006) found that there were only about 19 large downed
logs per acre on average within the fisher’s range—well below the level selected by fishers.
Zielinski et al. (2006) also found that fishers selected sites with 169 cubic meters of large down
logs per hectare (2,427 cubic feet per acre), relative to only 118 cubic meters per hectare at FIA
plots in general (1,690 cubic feet per acre).
These same habitat elements are also important for the California spotted owl, which benefit
from and prefer a closed canopy and an abundance of large snags and downed logs. Moreover,
woodpecker abundance and diversity is also enhanced by fire and insect outbreaks. Although
Black-backed Woodpeckers have not yet been discovered in the southern Greenhorn Mountains,
the immediate removal of burned trees prevents the occupation of newly created habitat.
13. Consideration of a proposal that uses only prescribed burning.
The Forest Service should explore whether the fuel reduction and ecological/forest health goals
can be accomplished with prescribed burning only. During the right conditions, even with heavy
fuel loads but sufficient fuel moisture, it may be possible to safely re-introduce fire into the
project area without pre-treatments and achieve the same goals set out in the proposal.
14. The Forest Service must use the best available scientific information.
The Farm Bill/HFRA CE authority requires that a project “considers the best available scientific
information to maintain or restore the ecological integrity, including maintaining or restoring
structure, function, composition, and connectivity….” 16 U.S.C. § 6591b(b)(1)(B). This applies
to the current proposal. To correctly apply this standard, the Forest Service “should seek out and
consider all existing scientific evidence relevant to the decision and it cannot ignore existing
data. . . . The Forest Service must determine which data are the most accurate, reliable, and
relevant, and that will be reviewed deferentially, but it still must be good science-that is reliable,
peer reviewed, or otherwise complying with valid scientific methods.” Ecology Center v. U.S.
Forest Service, 451 F.3d 1183, 1194, n. 4 (10th Cir. 2006).
This also means that, in the final analysis, the Forest Service must disclose and discuss any
science that it rejected as less accurate, reliable, or relevant than the science it actually applied to
the project.
15. The analysis must consider continued livestock use effects on forest resources.
The treatment area is almost entirely within the Cedar Creek and Split Mountain Allotments.
According to the Federal Register notice, one goal of the project is to shift tree species
composition towards historic fire-and drought-adapted oak.
Livestock directly impact oaks by eating acorns, leaves, and young shoots. Livestock browsing
is thought to suppress or kill many seedlings and saplings, as well as sometimes stressing older
trees due to livestock congregating in the shade, compacting soils, trampling seedlings, and
damaging mature trees through repeated contact, making them more susceptible to disease and
environmental stresses. The Forest Service should explain how the treatment areas will be
affected by the combination of thinning, burning, and grazing, how it will be rested from grazing
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to facilitate restoration and a return to the historic species composition. Forest Service policy is
to control livestock grazing to achieve successful reforestation and to not permit livestock on a
reforestation area until seedlings are capable of withstanding the type of grazing use intended.
FSM 2472.33.
The EIS should analyze the effects of the proposed treatments on the use of meadows by cattle
including the cumulative effects of cattle and treatments on invasive weeds and sensitive
resources.
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